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Abstract: Web searchers often use a Web search engine to find a way or means to achieve his/her goal. For example,
a user intending to solve his/her sleeping problem, the query “sleeping pills” may be used. However, there may be
another solution to achieve the same goal, such as “have a cup of hot milk” or “stroll before bedtime.” The problem
is that the user may not be aware that these solutions exist. Thus, he/she will probably choose to take a sleeping pill
without considering these solutions. In this study, we define and tackle the alternative action mining problem. In particular, we attempt to develop a method for mining alternative actions for a given query. We define alternative actions
as actions which share the same goal and define the alternative action mining problem as similar in the search result
diversification. To tackle the problem, we propose leveraging a community Q&A (cQA) corpus for mining alternative
actions. The cQA corpus can be seen as an archival dataset comprising dialogues between questioners, who want
to know the solutions to their problem, and respondents, who suggest diﬀerent solutions. We propose a method to
compute how well two actions can be alternative actions by using a question-answer structure in a cQA corpus. Our
method builds a question-action bipartite graph and recursively computes how well two actions can be alternative actions. We conducted experiments to investigate the eﬀectiveness of our method using two newly built test collections,
each containing 50 queries. The experimental results indicated that, for Japanese test collection, our proposed method
significantly outperformed two types of baselines, one used the conventional query suggestions and the other extracted
alternative-actions from the Web documents, in terms of D#-nDCG@8. Also, for English test collection, our method
significantly outperformed the baseline using the conventional query suggestions in terms of D#-nDCG@8.
Keywords: community Q&A, task-oriented search, query suggestion

1. Introduction
Web searchers often use a Web search engine to find a way or
means to achieve his/her real-world goal. For example, a user
who is suﬀering from a sleeping problem may issue the query
“sleeping pills,” intending to find a good sleeping pill to solve
his/her sleeping problem. According to a survey on 1,000 Web
searchers, reported by Nakamura et al. [19], approximately 57.5%
of the users answered that one motivation for using Web search
engines is to find a way or means to solve their goal. Such Web
search has more recently started being referred to as task-oriented
Web search [34], and many researchers have started tackling the
problem of supporting task-oriented Web search, including the
TREC Tasks track [35] and NTCIR IMine TaskMine subtask [17].
In task-oriented search, the searcher faces the problem that
he/she may not be aware of another existing solution that could
help achieve the same goal behind the query. For example, for
the searcher issuing the query “sleeping pills,” other solutions
such as “have a cup of hot milk” or “stroll before bedtime” exist
as well, which can also help resolve the “solve his/her sleeping
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problem.” Since the searcher often believes in the mean he/she
initially comes up with, he/she may decide to take a sleeping pill
without considering the other solutions that can solve the same
problem. Although the current search engines provide query suggestions for supporting a searcher to reformulate his/her query, it
is hard for the searcher to find alternative solutions.
In this study, we tackle the alternative action mining problem,
where a system is required to find alternative actions for a given
query. An alternative action for a query is defined as an action
that can solve the same problem (See Section 3.2). For example, given the query “sleeping pills,” our objective is to find alternative actions such as “have a cup of hot milk” or “stroll before bedtime,” both these alternative actions can achieve the same
goal behind the query, i.e., “solve the sleeping problem.” Mined
alternative actions can be utilized for supporting a searcher in a
task-oriented Web search. For example, by suggesting the alternative actions to the searcher issuing the query “sleeping pills,”
he/she is able to notice diﬀerent solutions and make an improved
decision on how to solve his/her sleeping problem.
We think that suggesting alternative-actions to a searcher is important in two situations. First is a situation in which a searcher
lacks of the enough knowledge about the problem and only knows
a few specific solutions. For such a searcher, providing the
alternative-solutions may provide her new knowledge about the
problem and an opportunity to explore diverse solutions before
making a decision on choosing an actual solution to solve her
problem. Second is a situation where a searcher already has the
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Fig. 1

Example question-answer pairs in cQA corpus. Our method extracts
alternative actions by using question-answer structure.

native actions.
• We prepared the test collections for the alternative action
mining problem. Our two test collections, each of which
contains 50 queries, are constructed from two diﬀerent services, which enabling us to investigate the applicability of
our method (See Section 5).
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Previous studies
related to our study are introduced in Section 2. The alternative
action mining problem addressed in this study is defined in Section 3, as well as the definitions of related concepts. Our approach
to mining alternative actions from a cQA corpus is explained in
Section 4. The evaluation methodology is described in Section 5,
and the results are reported in Section 6. Finally, the study limitations are discussed in Section 7, and Section 8 concludes the
study.

strong belief about the solution and does not consider the possibility of the other solutions even though she knows the existence
of the other solutions. For example, a user may issue the query
“sleeping pills” because she strongly believes that using sleeping
pills is eﬀective for solving the problem even though she knows
that other solutions such as “stroll before bedtime” or “have a cup
of hot milk” might solve the problem. We think that, by suggesting alternative-actions to her, we may raise her awareness of the
existence of the other solutions and encourage her to explore the
other solutions instead of the solution she believed.
To tackle the alternative action mining problem, we propose
leveraging a community Q&A (cQA) corpus. CQA services like
Yahoo! Answers *1 or Baidu Zhidao *2 are widely used by people
for solving their problems by communicating with other users.
We hypothesize that the cQA corpus can be seen as an archival
dataset comprising dialogues between questioners, who want to
know the solutions to their problem, and respondents, who suggest good solutions for it. Figure 1 shows an example of a
question-answer pair in a cQA corpus. The fundamental idea of
using a cQA corpus is that, as can be seen in the figure, the two
actions “take a sleeping pills” and “stroll before bedtime” are proposed by the respondents to satisfy the same goal of a questioner,
which means “take a sleeping pills” and “stroll before bedtime”
can be alternative actions. We also propose a method for computing how well two actions can be alternative actions using the
question-answer structure of a cQA corpus. Our method constructs a question-action bipartite graph from a set of questionanswer pairs and recursively computes how well two actions can
be alternative actions (See Section 4).
We prepared two test collections, each containing 50 queries,
for our evaluation. The experimental results using the test collections showed that our method outperformed the conventional
query suggestions provided by the commercial search engines in
terms of D#-nDCG.
The main contributions of this study are as follows:
• We identified and defined the alternative action mining problem. We defined the problem in terms of search result diversification, and provided the definitions regarding the problem to make our work reliable (See Section 3). To our knowledge, our work is the first to address this problem.
• We proposed utilizing a cQA corpus to address the problem.
We revealed that the questions-answer relationship can be
eﬀective for identifying how well two actions can be alter-

2.1 Task-Oriented Web Search
Hassan et al. studied on supporting the complex search task,
in which a searcher has to accomplish several subtasks to satisfy
his/her information need [10], [11]. They proposed a method that
includes grouping queries into the same task through the query
log mining and query syntactic analysis. Wang et al. proposed
a method for extracting task names from the microblog corpus
for supporting the complex search task [26]. Jones and Klinkner
proposed the mission-goal hierarchical relationship [14] between
information needs, and proposed a method for classifying a pair
of queries into the same mission/goal (referred to as task in their
study) or not. Aiello et al. also proposed a clustering algorithm
that clusters missions into underlying topics [2]. Although, in the
present study, a hierarchical relation is assumed between actions
as in these previous studies; our study focuses on the users’ realworld behavior rather than on other types of searches such as covering many aspects of a topic.
The studies that are most relevant to the present study are
those by Yamamoto et al. [31] and Yang et al. [34]. Yamamoto et
al. defined the goal-subgoal relationship and proposed a method
for clustering queries into subgoals by leveraging the sponsored
search data. Yang et al. defined the task-subtask relationship and
proposed a method for connecting search queries with task descriptions written in wikiHow *3 . Although they used the diﬀerent terminologies for defining the hierarchical relationship, both
definitions were based on the is-achieved-by relationship. In this
study, we also use the is-achieved-by relation to define alternative
actions. Recently, TREC and NTCIR attempted to tackle the taskoriented Web search [17], [35]. For example, in the TaskMine
subtask of the NTCIR-11 IMine task, a system was asked to retrieve a set of subtasks for a given task.
The key diﬀerence between the above studies and ours is that
most of the existing studies focused on finding sub tasks for a
given query. For example, given the query “lose weight,” the
desired outputs are “do physical exercise” and “control calorie
intake,” each of which can achieve the query [17]. On the other
hand, we attempt to find alternatives to a given query (See Sec-

*1
*2

*3

https://answers.yahoo.com/
https://zhidao.baidu.com/
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2. Related Work

http://wikihow.com
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tion 3.3). This enables us to suggest a searcher with other solutions for solving his goal, which has not been addressed by the
existing work.
2.2 Connecting cQA with Web Search
Recent studies indicated that a cQA corpus can be used to improve the performance of a Web search. Omari et al. [21] proposed a method for ranking answers of a cQA corpus based on
their novelty, in order to improve Web search by displaying the
answer in SERP. Yamamoto et al. [30] used a cQA corpus as a resource for extracting adjective facets and use them as query suggestions to support Web searchers.
Liu et al. [17] extensively analyzed the behavior logs obtained
from a Web search engine and a cQA service, and revealed the
typical patterns when a Web searcher gives up his/her search and
asks a question in the cQA service. According to their study,
a searcher who issues a query containing terms such as “how,”
“can,” or “do,” etc., tended to ask a question. Another study
showed that one popular type of questions on a cQA service is
a how-to question [9]. With regard to these studies, Weber et al.
focused on a Web search query related to how-to information,
and proposed a method for extracting its answer from the cQA
corpus [27]. These results suggest that a cQA corpus contains
much how-to information, which can be eﬀectively used for mining alternative actions.
2.3 Comparative Entity Mining
Suggesting alternative actions to a searcher may allow his/her
to compare several solutions for making an appropriate decision.
Some researchers tackled the problem of finding comparative entities from the data. Jindal and Liu studied on identifying comparative sentences in a text corpus [13]. Li et al. [16] extended their
work and proposed a method to extract comparative entities from
the questions in Yahoo! Answers. Tsukuda et al. [25] proposed
a method to extract co-ordinate entities, which share one or more
common hypernyms with a given query by using the hypernymhyponym dictionary. The focuses of the above work were on finding comparative entities (e.g., “iPod” and “PSP” [16] or “Cristiano Ronaldo” and “Lionel Messi” [25]), whereas our work deals
with actions (e.g., “take a sleeping pill” and “stroll before bedtime”). For some task-oriented searches, suggesting comparative
entities are firmly beneficial to a searcher since he/she can find
another solution to achieve his/her goal. However, as in the example of “sleeping pills” mentioned in Section 1, there are taskoriented searches that cannot be wholly solved by suggesting the
comparative entities.

3. Problem Definition
In this section, we define the alternative action mining problem addressed by the present study. As discussed in the literature [11], [34], diﬀerent terminologies were used in many of the
exiting studies to represent similar concepts, such as missiongoal [14], goal-subgoal [31] or task-subtask [11], [34]. In this
study, we basically follow the definitions proposed by Yang et
al. [34], except that the use of the term action instead of using
task. This is done because we focus on a verbal phrase as our
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Fig. 2

Example structure among actions. In the figure, actions ai (take a
sleeping pill) and a j (stroll before bedtime) are called alternative actions when they share the same action ag (solve one’s sleeping problem) as their goal. Note that the actions “take a sleeping pill” and
“drink chamomile tea” are also alternative actions, since they share
the other action “cure one’s anxiety.”

retrieval unit.
We first introduce several concepts including the concepts of
the action, the is-achieved-by relationship and the alternative actions relationship. We then define the alternative action mining
problem. Finally, we discuss the relation of our study to the existing studies.
3.1 Alternative Action
Definition 1 (action): An action is an activity that a user wants
to achieve. In our study, we represent an action as a verbal phrase,
as in the work [31]. For example, “take a sleeping pill,” “have a
cup of hot milk,” and “solve one’s sleeping problem” are actions.
Definition 2 (is-achieved-by relationship): For two actions ai
and ag , we call ag is-achieved-by ai when achieving ai helps to
achieve ag . Figure 2 illustrates the example actions for the isachieved-by relationship. In the figure, action ag is-achieved-by
ai since achieving “take a sleeping pill” helps to achieve “solve
one’s sleeping problem.” For the convenience, in this study, we
also call “ag is a goal of ai ,” whose meaning is “ag is-achieved-by
ai .”
Definition 3 (alternative actions relationship): For two actions
ai and a j , we call ai and a j are alternative actions when they are
diﬀerent actions and there exists at least one other action ag which
is their common goal.
As shown in Fig. 2, the actions “take a sleeping pill” and “stroll
before bedtime” are alternative actions since they share the same
goal “solve one’s sleeping problem.” Also, note that, actions
“take a sleeping pill” and “drink chamomile tea” are also alternative actions since they share the other goal “cure one’s anxiety.”
3.2 Alternative Action Mining Problem
As introduced in Section 1, our objective is to automatically
mine alternative actions for a given query. One thing we have
to consider is the ambiguity of the goals behind the query. As
shown in Fig. 2, the action “take a sleeping pill” can be used to
achieve two diﬀerent goals. Thus, for a searcher who issues the
query “sleeping pills,” it is hard to predict which goal the searcher
wants to achieve, i.e., “solve his/her sleeping problem” or “cure
his/her anxiety,” and the desired alternative actions depend on it.
To solve this ambiguity, we follow an approach similar to the one
used in the search result diversification [1], [5], [17], [29], where,
for a given query, the system is required to generate a diversified
ranked list of documents satisfying as many diﬀerent search intents behind the query as possible. The alternative action mining
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problem is defined as follows:
Alternative action mining problem: Given a query q, the alternative action mining problem refers to returning a diversified
ranked list of k alternative actions a1 , a2 , . . . , ak for that query,
which can satisfy as many diﬀerent goals of searchers who issue
q.
Note that in this study we do not limit our query as a verbal
phrase, and accept any form of a query as an input of our method.
In this work, we assume that any query issued by a searcher implies its corresponding action. For example, for the query “sleeping pills,” we assume that the implied action for the query is “take
sleeping pills.” So, for the query “sleeping pills,” our objective
is to automatically generate a ranked list of actions (e.g., “stroll
before bedtime,” “drink chamomile tea”), which can satisfy two
diﬀerent goals “solve one’s sleeping problem” and “cure one’s
anxiety,” of the action implied by the query “sleeping pills.” The
reason why we accept all forms of queries is that we think people may not use a verbal phrase such as “take sleeping pills” as
a query when using a Web search engine and noun queries such
as “sleeping pills” is much popular. Note that while our method
accepts any forms of queries, its outputs (i.e., alternative-actions)
are the form of the verbal phrase.
3.3 Relation to Existing Work
To clarify our problem, Fig. 3 illustrates the relation of our
problem to the existing work [17], [31], [34], [35] in taskoriented Web search. As can be seen in the figure, most existing studies addressed the problem of finding sub-tasks (or subgoals) of a given query. For example, given the query “sleeping
problem,” many of the existing studies were focused on finding
“take a sleeping pill” or “stroll before bedtime,” both of which can
achieve the goal behind the query “solve one’s sleeping problem.”
Such work can be seen as a method for supporting searchers to
find more concrete solutions for achieving the action represented
by the query.
In contrast, our study is diﬀerent from these previous studies
in a way that ours is to help searchers to find alternative solutions

Fig. 3

Comparison between existing work [17], [31], [34], [35] and our
study. Most existing studies addressed the problem of finding sub
actions, whereas our study finds alternative ones.
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for the goals behind the query. We believe that our study provides another type of supports for a searcher in a task-oriented
Web search and is as important as the existing studies.

4. Our Approach
In the previous section we defined the alternative mining problem addressed by this study. In this section we explain our proposed method, which utilizes a cQA corpus to automatically find
alternative actions to a given query. We first discuss a technical
challenge of the problem. We then give the details of the proposed
method.
4.1 Technical Challenge
One key challenge of the alternative action mining problem is
measuring how well two actions ai , and a j are alternative actions.
In other words, we have to compute how well the two actions can
achieve the same goal. In this study, we refer to the strength of
this relationship as alternativeness between ai and a j , denoted as
alt(ai , a j ). If we could measure the alternativeness between query
q and action ai , alt(q, ai ), the rank of the action for the query
should be basically determined by its value. The diﬃculty in
measuring the alternativeness is that using textual similarity (e.g.,
the Levenshtein distance) or semantic similarity (e.g., word embedding [18]) is not eﬀective. For example, the two actions “take
a sleeping pill” and “stroll before bedtime” should have high alternativeness although they are neither textually nor semantically
similar.
4.2 Method Overview
Given a query q, our objective is to retrieve a ranked list of
k alternative actions a1 , a2 , . . . ak that satisfy as many goals behind the query as possible. Figure 4 shows the overview of our
method. Given a query q, our first step is to retrieve a set of
question-answer pairs related to the query from the community
Q&A corpus. Then, we extract the candidate actions from the retrieved answers. Our third step, which is the core of our method,
is to compute the alternativeness between actions through the
question-action bipartite graph. Finally, we apply the search result diversification algorithm to the actions and generate a diver-

Fig. 4 Method overview.
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Table 1 Manually predefined terms for retrieving question-answer pairs.
Terms
eﬀect, should I, disadvantage, try, want to,
worst, need to, begin, beginner, why, risk of, prefer, alternative

sified ranked list of alternative actions for the query.
Fig. 5

4.3 Retrieve Question-Answer Pairs
Given a query q, we first retrieve a set of question-answer pairs
from a cQA corpus. We hypothesize that some questions are
likely to receive many suggestions by the respondents because
of their content. For example, when a question contains “Should
I use sleeping pills?” in its text, its answers will likely to contain
many actions other than “take a sleeping pill” because the questioner is unsure about his/her idea. Thus, retrieving such questions may help us find alternative actions from their answers.
To this end, we manually prepare some terms that are likely to
indicate that a questioner is unsure about his/her idea. Table 1
lists up the terms we prepared. By using these terms we retrieve
questions and answers related to the query. More specifically, we
first retrieve answers containing q. We then obtain the questions
from these answers. Next, we rank the questions by using the
terms show in Table 1 by the Okapi BM25 algorithm and obtain
the top n questions (n = 10, 000 in our experiments). Finally,
we retrieve all the answers of these questions, and obtain a set of
question-answer pairs for the n questions.
4.4 Extract Candidate Actions from Answers
After we obtain the set of question-answer pairs, we extract
candidate actions from their answers. We extract all the verbal
phrases from the answers. We apply the standard text-chunking
approach using Conditional Random Field (CRF) to extract verbal phrases from the answers. We prepare 500 sentences by sampling answers in the cQA corpus, and annotate the verbal phrases
in the sentences. We then learned the classifier which classifies
terms in a sentence into a verbal phrase or not. We use the standard 19 features for text chunking [20] including bag-of-words
and parts-of-speech of the target word and its surroundings. We
apply the learnt classifier to the texts of the answers and extract a
set of actions.
In this step, diﬀerent verbal phrases are treated as diﬀerent
actions even though they are semantically similar. For example, when CRF outputs “do exercise” and “do exercise everyday”
from the answers, we regard that we obtain two diﬀerent actions
“do exercise“ and “do exercise everyday.” Also, when CRF outputs two identical verbal phrases “do exercise” and “do exercise”
from the answers, we regard that we obtain one action “do exercise.” We expect that semantically similar actions such as “do
exercise” and “do exercise everyday” can be removed by applying
the MMR algorithm described in Section 4.7
4.5 Measure Alternativeness between Actions
Obtaining the set of actions from the previous step, we compute the alternativeness between actions. As we mentioned in
Section 4.1, it is hard to compute the alternativeness between two
actions simply using the usual textual or semantic similarity. To
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Question-action bipartite graph. Edge from question to action represents the action appears in an answer of the question.

compute the alternativeness between two actions we make the
following two hypotheses:
• H1 (question → action): If two questions are likely to represent the same goal, actions in their answers are likely to be
alternative actions.
• H2 (action → question): If two actions are likely to be alternative actions, questions of the answers containing these
actions are likely to represent the same goal.
Take, as an example, two diﬀerent questions “I am suﬀering from
my sleeping problem. What should I do” and “How can I sleep
well?” We can expect that answers to these diﬀerent questions are
intended to satisfy the same goal, which we can obtain H1. Also,
for two answers containing the diﬀerent actions “take a sleeping
pill” and “have a cup of hot milk,” we can expect that their questions are likely to address the same problem, which we can obtain
H2.
Since H1 and H2 are recursive – the alternativeness between
two actions depends on how likely two questions represent the
same goal, and this depends on the alternativeness between actions in their answers – we apply the SimRank algorithm [12],
which is designed to compute the similarity between nodes on a
graph, on the question-action bipartite graph. We first prepare the
question-action bipartite graph from the questions and actions extracted in the previous steps (shown in Fig. 5). Let Q = {Qi }ni=1 be
the set of questions retrieved by the step described in Section 4.3,
A = {a j }mj=1 be the set of actions extracted in the step described
in Section 4.4, and A = A ∪ {q} be the union of these actions
and query, we construct a bipartite graph G = (Q ∪ A, E), where
E ⊆ Q × A and edge ei j = (Qi , a j ) ∈ E in G represents that action
a j appears in at least one answer of question Qi .
Let simgoal (Qi , Q j )(Qi , Q j ∈ Q) represent how well two questions represent the same goal, and alt(ai , a j )(ai , a j ∈ A) represent
how well two actions are alternative actions. If Qi = Q j , the
initial value for simgoal (Qi , Q j ) is set to 1, otherwise the initial
value for simgoal (Qi , Q j ) is 0. We use the same condition to initialize the value for alt(ai , a j ). After we assign the initial values
to simgoal (·, ·) and alt(·, ·), we update these two measures by iteratively computing the following two formulae:
simgoal (Qi , Q j )=

|O(Q
i )| |O(Q
j )|
C
alt(Ok (Qi ), Ol (Q j )) ,
|O(Qi )||O(Q j )| k=1 l=1

(1)
alt(ai , a j ) =

C
|I(ai )||I(a j )|

|I(a
i )| |I(a
j )|
k=1

simgoal (Ik (ai ), Il (a j ))

(2)

l=1

where C is a constant value and O(Qi )(⊆ A) is a set of outneighbors of Qi and I(ai )(⊆ Q) is a set of in-neighbors of ai . We
use C = 0.8 and the values of alt(·, ·) obtained after the five itera-
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tions, as suggested in Ref. [12].
From the alternativeness between query q and action ai
alt(q, ai ), we can know that how well an action ai can be the alternative actions for a query q, which is used to determine the
relevance of the action to the query. Moreover, the alternativeness between two actions alt(ai , a j ) indicates how well two actions share the same goal; high alt(ai , a j ) means they are similar
in terms of their goals and low alt(ai , a j ) means they are dissimilar. This information can be used for the diversification of the
ranked list.
4.6

Measure Eﬀectiveness of Action by Community Evaluation
To improve the performance of measuring the relevance between query and action, we also propose utilizing the quality of
answers evaluated by the community in the service. Most cQA
services enable their users to evaluate the quality of answers by,
for e.g., selecting best answers or up-voting good answers. Our
idea is that such evaluations by the community can help find actions that many people believe in their eﬀects.
We compute the eﬀectiveness of action ai as the probability
that an answer containing ai be selected as a best answer:
eﬀect(ai ) =

|BestAnswers(ai )| + θ
,
|Answers(ai )| + 2θ

(3)

where BestAnswers(ai ) and Answers(ai ) represent the set of best
answers and answers in the question-answer pairs retrieved by the
step in Section 4.3, respectively, and θ is the Laplace smoothing
parameter (θ = 8 in our experiments).
4.7 Generate Diversified Ranked List
Once we compute the alternativeness between actions and their
eﬀectiveness, we generate a ranked list of actions. As described
in Section 3.2, the purpose of the ranked list is to achieve as many
diﬀerent goals behind the query as possible.
To this end, we apply the result diversification technique to
diversify the ranked list. We apply the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) algorithm [4] to generate the diversified ranked list
of actions. MMR iteratively chooses the relevant items considering both the relevance and diversity. Letting A = {a j }mj=1 be the
set of candidate actions to be ranked, MMR selects ar , an action
ranked at the r-th position using:


r

a = arg max λ · rel(q, a) − (1 − λ) max alt(a, a ) ,
(4)
a∈Aq \S r−1

a ∈S r−1

where
rel(q, a) = α · alt(q, a) + (1 − α) · eﬀect(a) .

(5)

S r−1 denotes a set of r − 1 actions that MMR has already selected,
λ is a parameter balancing the relevance and the diversity, and
α is a parameter balancing the alternativeness and the eﬀectiveness. By applying the MMR algorithm, we obtain the diversified
ranked list of k alternative actions for the query.

5. Experimental Setup
In this study, we address the following research questions by
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Table 2 Data statistics of Yahoo! Chiebukuro corpus.
# of questions
# of answers
Avg. # of answers/question
Archive period

84,123,965
224,969,857
2.67
April 2004 - December 2014

conducting the experiments: (1) Does our proposed method outperform the query suggestions provided by the commercial search
engines in terms of the providing alternative actions for a query?
(2) Can our method work for the cQA corpora on diﬀerent services? (3) How do the parameters λ, which balance the relevancy
and diversity, and α, which combine the alternativeness and eﬀectiveness, aﬀect the performance? (4) For what kinds of queries
does our method work eﬀectively? We prepared two test collections for Japanese and English, which we refer to JaCollection
and EnCollection.
5.1 Dataset
We use the corpus archived in Yahoo! Chiebukuro *4 , which is
the most popular community Q&A service in Japan, for JaCollection. Table 2 shows the statistics of the Yahoo! Chiebukuro
corpus we use in this evaluation. We build the search system on
Elasticsearch to retrieve questions and answers from the corpus.
We also use other data in the evaluation to investigate whether
our method works on diﬀerent data. We use the data archived in
Reddit *5 as another cQA corpus for EnCollection. Reddit is one
of the most popular online communities, where users communicate by making posts and giving comments to them. Although the
purposes of the Reddit users are not only for community-based
Q&A, in this study we view Reddit as the community Q&A service; assuming a post made by a user as a question and the comments to the post as its answers. We use the APIs *6 provided by
Reddit to retrieve posts and their comments.
One diﬀerence between Yahoo! Chiebukuro and Reddit, which
aﬀects our method, is that Yahoo! Chiebukuro allows users to
vote for the best answer whereas Reddit does not have option. Instead, Reddit allows users to provide a positive or negative voting
to a comment. Thus, when computing Eq. (3) for the Reddit data,
instead of computing the best answer probability we compute the
probability that a comment receives positive votes.
5.2 Proposed and Baseline Methods
To measure the eﬀectiveness of our method, we prepare the
following methods:
• Query Suggestion (QS): We extract the query suggestions
from a Web search engine to investigate whether the current
query suggestions provide alternative actions. We use the
query suggestions provided by the two commercial search
engines, which we refer to as QS1 and QS2, respectively.
The reason why we use the query suggestions as our baselines is we expect that some of the query suggestions are
“parallel move” of the query. According to the study by
Boldi et al. [3], parallel move is one type of query reformulation in which a searcher reformulates her query from one
*4
*5
*6

http://chiebukuro.yahoo.co.jp/
https://www.reddit.com/
https://www.reddit.com/dev/api/
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aspect of a topic to something related but not equivalent (e.g.,
from “kyoto travel” to “osaka travel”). As query suggestions
in part relying on the query log of searchers, we expected
that “parallel move” query suggestions can be alternativeactions of a query.
• RelDivWeb: This is another baseline method, which extracts alternative-actions from the Web documents. First, it
extracts the top 500 Web search results from the Bing Web
search API *7 and obtained the contents of the 500 Web documents. We used the existing Python libraries *8 to extract
the main contents of the Web documents. We then applied
the same CRF classifier trained in Section 4.4 to extract the
set of candidate actions A = {a1 , . . . , am } from the main contents of the k Web documents. Finally, we ranked the actions
by applying the MMR algorithm. MMR selects ar , an action
ranked at the r-th position using:


ar = arg max λ · rel(q, a) − (1 − λ) max sim(a, a ) ,
a∈A\S r−1

a ∈S r−1

(6)
where
freq(a)
,
maxai ∈A freq(ai )
|D(a) ∩ D(a )|
sim(a, a ) =
.
|D(a) ∪ D(a )|

rel(q, a) =

(7)
(8)

In the above equations, freq(a) represents the frequency
of an action a in the top 500 Web documents, and D(a)
represents the set of Web documents containing action a.
Since a Web document does not have the hierarchical structure like a question-answer pair in cQA, we decided to use
the frequency of an action for measuring relevance and cooccurrence for measuring similarity between actions. For
parameter λ, we used the optimum value for EnCollection
when evaluating JaCollection, and used the one for JaCollection when evaluating EnCollection.
• RelOnlyWeb: This is the same as RelDivWeb, except that
we set λ = 1.0. Thus, RelOnlyWeb only considers the relevance but not the diversity of the ranked list.
• RelDivQA: This is our proposed method which generates a
ranked list of actions based on Eqs. (4) and (5). Equations (4)
and (5) contain two parameters λ and α. To fairly compare
with the baselines and our method, we use the optimum λ
and α for EnCollection when evaluating JaCollection, In addition, we use the ones for JaCollection when evaluating EnCollection. The eﬀects of these parameters are investigated
in Section 6.2.
• RelOnlyQA: This is the same as RelDivQA, except that we
set λ = 1.0. Thus, RelOnlyQA only considers the relevance
but not the diversity of the ranked list.
5.3 Test Collection Construction
JaCollection used Yahoo! Chiebukuro and EnCollection used
*7
*8

https://azure.microsoft.com/ja-jp/services/cognitive-services/
bing-web-search-api/
https://github.com/yono/python-extractcontent (for Japanese documents), https://github.com/buriy/python-readability (for English documents)
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Table 3

Example queries used in experiment (EnCollection).

Domain
Health
Recreation
Education

Queries
kettlebell workout
chamomile tea
airbnb
cheap flight
coursera
public university

acupuncture
pilates
uber taxi
youth hostel
vocational school
free certification

Reddit as the cQA corpus. We first prepare 50 queries to be used
as the input to alternative action mining. We chose three domains
(Health, Recreation and Education) to select queries. The reason
why we chose these domains is, according to Donato et al., information needs in domains such as travel, health and education
tend to be complex [6]. Hence, these are typical domains where
it is important to show alternatives to a searcher. Note that these
domains were also used in previous studies [17], [31]. Table 3
shows example queries we use for EnCollection. Both test collections contain 23 queries from health, 14 from recreation and 13
from education. As described in Section 3.2, our method accepts
any forms of a query and does not restrict the form as a verbal
phrase. We think queries shown in Table 3 are not infrequent in
Web search.
We view our alternative mining problem as similar to the
search result diversification. To evaluate our method, we need
the following ground truth:
• A set of goals Gq = {gq1 , . . . gqn } for query q, where n is
the number of goals for q. E.g., for query “sleeping pills,”
G = {“solve one’s sleeping problem,” “cure one’s anxiety”}.
• Goal-level action relevance relq (a, g), which represents how
well an action a is an alternative action to the query q in
terms of achieving its goal g.
For preparing the set of goals for each query, an assessor is
asked to search the Web to familiarize with the query, and then
to write down up to three goals in a verbal phrase representation. When writing down the goals for a query, the assessor
was required to prepare the goals for the action implied by the
query. For example, for the query “sleeping pills,” if the assessor
guessed its implied action as “take sleeping pills,” the assessor
prepared the goals for the action “take sleeping pills.”
In order to prepare goal-level action relevance, three assessors
for each language are used in this experiment. We first pool the
results of both baseline and proposed methods at the pool depth
size at 10. For the proposed method, we generate the ranked result
for each combination of the two parameters λ and α, by changing
their parameters from 0.1 0.2, . . ., to 1.0. Then, for each query,
an assessor was asked to annotate goal-level action relevance for
the pooled actions. The annotation is conducted in the following step. For each (query, goal, action), we ask the assessors to
annotate its relevance with three-graded scores according to the
following criteria:
• highly relevant (2): action a strongly helps to achieve goal
g, and also a is another solution which diﬀers from the action
represented by the query itself.
• relevant (1): action a may help to achieve goal g and also a
is another solution which diﬀers from the action represented
by the query itself.
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• irrelevant (0): otherwise. The cases when an action receives
a relevance value of 0 are (a) the action does not help to
achieve the goal, or (b) achieving the action solves the action indicated by the query, which means the action does
not provide any alternative. (e.g., for the query “sleeping
pill,” “take Xanax” or “Xanax” (Xanax is a popular sleeping
pill) was assigned the relevance of 0 since taking a Xanax
achieves taking a sleeping pill).
Note that QS1 and QS2 often return a noun as their output. For
such an output, the assessors were required to make a relevance
judgement based on the action implied by the output, similar to
when preparing the goals for noun queries.
The Fleiss’ kappa coeﬃcients [8] for these relevance judgments among three assessors were 0.290 (JaCollection) and 0.565
(EnCollection). We found that the assessors’ judgments varied
between relevances of 1 and 2, thus we decided to use the binary
relevance rather than the graded relevance in the evaluation. The
Fleiss’ kappa coeﬃcients for the binary relevance judgments were
0.368 (JaCollection), which is a fair agreement, and 0.626 (EnCollection), which is a substantial agreement. Finally, for each
goal-level action relevance, we merge the results of three assessors as follows: (1) if two or more assessors give a relevance of
0, then we regard it as a relevance of 0, (2) otherwise, we regard
it as a relevance of 1. As the results of this annotation step, we
obtained 3,899 goal-level action relevance for JaCollection and
8,125 for EnCollection.
5.4 Evaluation Metric
We use D#-nDCG [24], which was proposed by Sakai et al. and
has been used in the NTCIR INTENT [23] and IMine [17], [29]
tasks. The purpose of D#-nDCG is to intuitively evaluate a
ranked-list in terms of both its diversity and relevance. Given
a set of goals Gq = {gq1 , . . . gqn }, let p(gqi ) represent the probability
that a searcher issuing q has the goal gqi , for which we assumed
the uniform probability p(gqi ) = |G1q | in our evaluation, and let
gaini (ar ) be the goal-level gain value of the ar , action at rank r req r
turned by a method, which is defined as gaini (ar ) = 2rel (a ,gi ) − 1.
The global gain for this r-th ranked action is defined as:

gg(ar ) =
p(gi )gaini (ar ) .
(9)
gi ∈Gq

The ideal ranked list of actions is obtained by sorting all the
pooled actions by the global gain. Let gg∗ (ar ) denote the global
gain in this ideal list. D-nDCG at cutoﬀ k is defined as:
k
gg(ar )/ log(r + 1)
.
D-nDCG@k = kr=1
∗ r
r=1 gg (a )/ log(r + 1)

|Gqk |
.
|Gq |
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D#-nDCG@k = γI-rec@k + (1 − γ)D-nDCG@k ,

(11)

(12)

where we let γ = 0.5, following the NTCIR INTENT and IMine
tasks. We use D#-nDCG@8 as our primary metric since many of
the conventional query suggestions provide eight suggestions to
a query. The ranked list containing more relevant and diverse (in
terms of q’s goals) actions achieves higher D#-nDCG@8.

6. Experimental Results
6.1 Comparison with Baselines
Table 4 shows the results of D#-nDCG@k of the baseline and
our methods described in Section 5.2 for two test collections.
Here, for RelDivQA, we use λ = 0.7 and α = 0.6 as parameters, which is the optimum D#-nDCG@8 for EnCollection, for
evaluating JaCollection. We also use λ = 0.4 and α = 0.5, which
achieves the optimum D#-nDCG@8 for JaCollection, for evaluating EnCollection. For RelDivWeb, we used λ = 0.5 which
achieves the optimum D#-nDCG@8 for EnCollection, for evaluating JaCollection. Also, since we observed that we obtained the
same D#-nDCG@8 for diﬀerent λs for evaluating JaCollection,
we decided to use λ = 0.5 for evaluating EnCollection.
From the table, we can see that both RelDivQA and RelOnlyQA outperform the baselines for both test collections. In addition, it can be seen that D#-nDCG of both QS1 and QS2 are
quite low, compared with RelDivQA and RelOnlyQA. This result indicates that conventional query suggestions rarely provide
alternative actions for a query, whereas cQA is an eﬀective resource for mining alternative actions. Also, one possible reason
why the performance of RelDivWeb was less than RelDivQA is
the most Web documents retrieved by the query is so relevant
to the query that the alternative-actions rarely appeared in the
documents. The two-sided Randomized Tukey’s HSD test [22]
revealed that, in terms of D#-nDCG@8, we observed the significant diﬀerences between all the pairs of the proposed methods
and the baselines at the significant level α = 0.01 for JaCollection. On the other hand, for EnCollection, we observed that the
diﬀerences between the proposed methods and the query suggestions (QS1, QS2) were significant, while the diﬀerences between
the proposed methods and the Web-based baselines (RelDivWeb,
RelOnlyWeb) were not significant in terms of D#-nDCG@8. In
addition, having that our methods achieved the similar perforTable 4 D#-nDCG@k for each test collection (highest values among methods are in bold).

(10)

D#-nDCG is defined as a linear combination of D-nDCG and Irec, which measures the recall of goals covered by the ranked list.
Let Gqk (⊆ Gq ) be the set of goals covered by the top k actions of
the ranked list. In this work, we consider that goal gqi is covered
when there exists at least one action relevant to gqi in the top k
actions. Then the recall of goals I-rec at cutoﬀ k is defined as:
I-rec@k =

With D-nDCG and I-rec, D#-nDCG at cutoﬀ k is computed as:

JaCollection

EnCollection

QS1
QS2
RelOnlyWeb
RelDivWeb
RelOnlyQA
RelDivQA
QS1
QS2
RelOnlyWeb
RelDivWeb
RelOnlyQA
RelDivQA

k=1
0.000
0.000
0.044
0.044
0.116
0.116
0.051
0.000
0.081
0.081
0.133
0.133

D#-nDCG@k
k=3
k=5
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.079
0.089
0.079
0.089
0.292
0.368
0.292
0.369
0.068
0.087
0.059
0.067
0.126
0.157
0.126
0.165
0.189
0.279
0.267
0.304

k=8
0.017
0.006
0.131
0.131
0.412
0.412
0.106
0.107
0.238
0.238
0.390
0.371
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Table 5

D#-nDCG@8 for diﬀerent λ and α for both JACollection and EnCollection (highest value in
bold).

α\λ 0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

JaCollection
0.5
0.6
0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

α\λ 0.1

0.2

0.3

EnCollection
0.4
0.5
0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.413
0.413
0.413
0.413
0.413
0.405
0.405
0.405
0.401
0.397

0.414
0.414
0.414
0.413
0.413
0.406
0.405
0.405
0.405
0.397

0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.411
0.411
0.406
0.405
0.397

0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.412
0.411
0.411
0.411
0.397

0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.413
0.412
0.412
0.411
0.402
0.410

0.414
0.414
0.414
0.413
0.413
0.412
0.411
0.411
0.402
0.410

0.414
0.414
0.413
0.413
0.413
0.412
0.411
0.410
0.402
0.410

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.335
0.326
0.322
0.337
0.362
0.338
0.341
0.338
0.343
0.287

0.291
0.293
0.312
0.334
0.355
0.344
0.337
0.327
0.328
0.282

0.310
0.293
0.332
0.349
0.371
0.358
0.358
0.365
0.333
0.352

0.312
0.340
0.360
0.392
0.418
0.422
0.394
0.387
0.388
0.382

0.318
0.338
0.366
0.396
0.401
0.393
0.389
0.374
0.376
0.386

0.333
0.354
0.372
0.351
0.384
0.388
0.376
0.385
0.382
0.391

0.328
0.351
0.339
0.370
0.390
0.410
0.395
0.398
0.377
0.387

0.413
0.413
0.413
0.413
0.413
0.405
0.401
0.401
0.401
0.397

0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.412
0.412
0.412
0.412
0.410

0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.414
0.412
0.412
0.412
0.411
0.410

mance on diﬀerent test collections, the experimental results suggest that our method is able to applicable to many cQA services.
When we compare the results of RelDivQA and RelOnlyQA,
we observe that the results of RelDivQA and RelOnlyQA are similar. The two-sided Randomized Tukey’s HSD test revealed that
the diﬀerences between RelDivQA and RelOnlyQA were not significant for all the metrics on both test collections. This implies
that the combination of the relevance and diversity does not always help to improve the performance in our evaluation. One
possible reason of this would be that the number of goals were
small. As described in Section 5.3, each query has at most three
goals, which is relatively small number compared with the existing test collection [17], [23].
6.2 Eﬀect of Parameters
We evaluate D#-nDCG@8 obtained by our method by varying
the parameters α and λ = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0 to investigate how diversity and eﬀectiveness aﬀected the performance. Table 5 summarizes the results on each test collection. From the tables, we
observe that the optimum parameters are α = 0.5, λ = 0.4 for
JaCollection (0.4142 for that condition and 0.4138 for the other
cells denoting 0.414) and α = 0.6, λ = 0.7 for EnCollection.
For JaCollection, as we can see from the table, we could not
find the eﬀect of changing the parameters. One possible reason
of this is that our method generated the similar ranked list for different parameters. As described in Section 5.3, JaCollection contains less actions (3,899) than EnCollection does (8,125), which
implies that the ranked lists for JaCollection generated by our
method are similar to each other.
On the other hand, we found some trends in the results on EnCollection. The combination of alternativeness and eﬀectiveness
(e.g., α = 0.5) improves D#-nDCG@8 as compared with the case
where each was used alone (e.g., α = 0.1 or 1.0). This result indicates that considering both alternativeness and eﬀectiveness helps
to find alternative actions for a query for EnCollection. Also,
when we focus on α = 0.5, D#-nDCG improves as we change λ
from 1.0 to 0.7, which suggests that the alternativeness between
two actions alt(ai , a j ) enables a method to generate a diversified
ranked list for EnCollection. As described in Section 4.5, we iteratively update simgoal (·, ·), which measures how well two questions represent the same goal, and alt(·, ·), which measures how
well two actions are alternative actions. We manually checked
the values of simgoal (·, ·) to investigate whether simgoal (·, ·) actu-
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0.297
0.284
0.310
0.311
0.356
0.338
0.349
0.351
0.340
0.308

0.299
0.284
0.303
0.325
0.363
0.366
0.393
0.365
0.400
0.418

0.301
0.326
0.321
0.357
0.405
0.396
0.405
0.388
0.375
0.373

Table 6 D#-nDCG@8 of RelDivQA (λ = 0.4, α = 0.5 for JaCollection,
λ = 0.7, α = 0.6 for EnCollection) for diﬀerent domains.
Health
Recreation
Education
ALL

JaCollection
0.565
0.300
0.235
0.414

EnCollection
0.460
0.393
0.400
0.422

ally worked for EnCollection. For example, we found that the two
questions “I think I have depression. What do I do now?” and “I
think my tiredness is aﬀecting my life too much and I don’t know
what to do” have high simgoal (·, ·), whereas these two questions
are not textually similar. This result also suggests that our method
successfully computes the alternativeness between actions for EnCollection.
6.3 Eﬀect of Domain
To investigate the eﬀectiveness of our method with the diﬀerent
domains, Table 6 summarizes D#-nDCG@8 for three domains.
Note that we used the optimum parameters for each test collection when computing D#-nDCG@8. From the table, we can observe that the results of the health domain achieved the best performance for both JaCollection and EnCollection. The possible
explanation of this would be, in the health domain, people discuss
about many possible solutions for solving their problems since
they want to choose the eﬀective and credible solution for their
health. We thus could find many alternative actions from the cQA
corpus.
6.4 Examples
Table 7 shows examples of the alternative actions retrieved by
our method and baselines (QS1 and QS2). For example, for the
query “chamomile tea,” our method successfully ranked the alternative action “drink a cup of hot milk,” which can achieve the
goal behind the query “promote falling asleep” at the first rank,
while the baselines QS1 and QS2 suggested the queries which
specialize the input query (e.g., “chamomile tea eﬀect”). Since
the conventional query suggestions are not designed for providing alternative actions for a query, suggesting the alternative actions obtained by our method can complement the existing query
suggestions and help a searcher make an improved decision on
how to achieve his/her goal.
On the other hand, from the table we can see that our method
ranked the action “put it on your eyes,” which seems a meaning-
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Table 7

Example top 2 alternative actions retrieved by proposed and baseline methods for queries
“chamomile tea” and “youth hostel”. Relevant actions are in bold.

1st.
2nd.

RelDivQA
drink a cup of hot milk
put it on your eyes

1st.
2nd.

RelDivQA
check out airbnb
stayed at a hostel

query = “chamomile tea”
QS1
QS2
chamomile tea eﬀect
chamomile tea eﬀect
how to make chamomile tea
camomile tea cough
query = “youth hostel”
QS1
QS2
youth hostel dublin
youth hostel paris france
youth hostels in london
youth hostel association of india

less phrase, at the second rank of the query “chamomile tea.” We
found that many of the irrelevant actions retrieved by our method
were such meaningless verbal phrases, which aﬀected the performance of our method. We will discuss how to improve our
method in Section 7.

7. Limitations
Our work has several limitations that we should acknowledge.
First, we take a search result diversification approach to generating a ranked list of alternative actions. The problem of this
approach is that the ranked list contains actions which achieve
diﬀerent goals and it would be diﬃcult for a searcher to find the
alternative actions which achieve his/her actual goal. Several possible solution to solve this problem would be clustering the alternative actions according to their goals or predicting the goal of
the searcher by analyzing his/her behavior log.
Second, as shown in Table 4, D#-nDCG obtained by our
method is relatively low, compared with the standard search result
diversification problems [17], [23]. Currently our method just extract actions (verbal phrases) from the answers in the cQA corpus
and use them as the candidates for the ranked list. The problem is that these actions contain lots of irrelevant actions which
cannot be regarded as alternative actions for a query. This problem is caused by our candidate action classifier which extracts
too many irrelevant actions. We evaluated the performance of
CRF explained in Section 4.4 with five-fold cross-validation, and
found that its precision, recall, and F1 -measure were 0.48, 0.46
and 0.47, respectively, for EnCollection. The irrelevant actions
make the performance (i.e., D#-nDCG) of our alternative-action
mining low. Some researchers proposed to use syntactic patterns
to extract target entities from a text corpus [16]. Applying such
a method would enable us to extract the candidate alternative actions rather than actions from the cQA corpus.
Third, we have not enough considered about the correctness
of an action which might be a critical problem especially for an
action under the medical domain. In this study, we used the effectiveness of an action to use the ranking. However, a high effectiveness of an action does not guarantee that the action is correct since the eﬀectiveness just measures a sort of popularity. In
order to solve the problem of the correctness of the mined actions, we may verify the alternative-action with the domain specific knowledge-bases such as WebMD, PubMed as the eﬀectiveness of actions under these knowledge-bases are guaranteed by
the domain experts.
Lastly, we should acknowledge the belief of a searcher. People usually favor information that confirms their pre-existing beliefs and biases [15]. Recently, White also revealed that the ex-
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istence of the search biases in which users preferred aﬃrmative
information to their beliefs [28]. His findings implies that, even if
we successfully provide alternative actions to a searcher, he/she
would not take them into consideration because he/she believes
in the solution expressed by the query. Although it is challenging
to change the belief of a searcher, many researchers attempted
to support a searcher’s credible or careful search, e.g., by suggesting disputed sentences [7], [32] or providing scores according
to credibility criteria [33]. By applying such methodologies, we
may raise the awareness of the searcher.

8. Conclusions
In this study, we addressed the alternative action mining problem. We defined the alternative mining problem as similar in
the search result diversification. To our knowledge, our work
is the first to study this problem. Also, we proposed leveraging a cQA corpus to address the alternative action mining problem. Our method iteratively computes two measures; (1) alt(·, ·),
which measures the alternativeness between two actions, and
(2) simgoal (·, ·), which measures how well two questions represent the same goal, by applying the SimRank algorithm to the
question-action bipartite graph. Our method generates the diversified ranked list of alternative actions by applying the MMR algorithm according to the alternativeness between actions.
The experimental results indicated that, for Japanese test collection, our proposed method significantly outperformed two
types of baselines, one used the conventional query suggestions
and the other extracted alternative-actions from the Web documents, in terms of D#-nDCG@8. Also, for English test collection, our method significantly outperformed the baseline using
the conventional query suggestions in terms of D#-nDCG@8. We
believe that our method can complement the conventional query
suggestions and help a searcher make an improved decision on
how to achieve his/her goal. We also found that the combination
of the alternativeness and the eﬀectiveness improved the performance for the English test collection, whereas we could not find
this trend for the Japanese test collection.
As we discussed in Section 7, we have several limitations that
aﬀect the performance of our method. One possible direction
would be improving the step for extracting candidate actions so
that we can obtain more relevant alternative actions. Another interesting direction would be designing a new search interaction so
that a search system can encourage a searcher to carefully compare the solutions suggested by the system and the one he/she
initially comes up with.
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